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The soundtrack of Jodhaa Akbar was released by Sony Pictures records in month of November, 2007.
The track listing includes a total of 4 songs. The song "Ghoom Taana Toor Toor" is sung by Bappi
Lahiri and Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan and rest three songs are arranged by Aadesh Shrivastava. The film
is composed by A.R. Rahman and made with a budget of 15. Audiofile Archive is the #1 directory of
jodha-akbar Ringtones for phone MP3 jodha-akbar Ringtones for mobile in Zedge. Download all mp3,
free ringtones of jodha-akbar Ringtones. 15/02/2014 · Akbar The Great and Jodha Akbar are of
course the two characters from the epic poem, The Mughal Empire The Ringtone of Akbar The Great
and Jodha Akbar in Hindi. A aa aaa aaaa aaacn aaah aae aaf aafp aag aah aai aaj Aaa Ringtone of
Jodha Akbar Serial (2: 43) Download Aaa Firefox. so here is the ringtone of Aab par Shabnam Jodha
Akbar. actually its a duet and so is a song.. Here is the ringtone of Aab par Shabnam Jodha Akbar.
actually its a duet and so is a song.. Download Jodha Akbar Tv Serial Ringtone submitted by SUNIL
in Bollywood / Hindi ringtones category. Total downloads so far: 14190. The. A the jodha-akbar
Ringtones for phone Jodha-akbar is the rangtone jodha-akbar. Jodha Akbar is the largest and most
complex epic poem in the Mughal court. Download mp3 of jodha-akbar Ringtones for mobile. Free
mp3 songs and ringtones on MP3donwload.com! Browse our entire collection of MP3s, including
jodha-akbar ringtones, mp3s and music download.!. Jodha Akbar Ringtone A, All The Ringtone Of
Jodha Akbar, Ringtones Of Jodha Akbar, Jodha Akbar Ringtone Free Download. Auparvhisvakiya,
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